
 
THE LANDMARK MANDARIN ORIENTAL, HONG KONG LAUNCHES 

NEW SUITE OFFER 

 

Hong Kong, 16 January 2020 – The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong has 

launched a new accommodation package, Symphony of Urban Delights for guests booking 

either the 1,500 square-foot Landmark Suite or the 1,800 square-foot Entertainment Suite.  

Benefits include private limousine transfers, unlimited yoga sessions and a range of dining 

experiences.  

 

Ideally located in the heart of Central, with the chicest stores and latest art exhibitions on the 

doorstep, both of the luxurious Joyce Wang-designed specialty suites make superb settings 

for a private getaway or for entertaining loved ones.   

 

The Landmark Suite features a 7-foot round bath, rainforest shower, Gaggenau kitchen and 

oversized living areas.  Entertainment Suite guests can immerse themselves in state-of-the-art 

audiovisuals, including a B&O Beolab sound system and 160-inch screen with 5,000 lumens 

laser projector and the latest virtual reality and PlayStation gaming equipment.  Guests can 

savour cocktails in-suite, at MO Bar or PDT, delight in gourmet dining at Hong Kong’s 

newest dining sensation SOMM or the elegant two Michelin-starred Amber restaurant. 

 

At the Forbes Five Star  Oriental Spa, guests can enjoy unlimited group yoga classes and a 

60-minute signature massage. 

 

The ‘Symphony of Urban Delights’ accommodation package is priced from HKD 58,000 per 

night for the Landmark Suite and HKD 88,000 per night for the Entertainment Suite. The 

offer is based on double occupancy and includes: 

• VIP arrival experience at Hong Kong International Airport 

• Round-trip limousine transfers from Hong Kong International Airport or a local 

address 

• 24-hour stay 
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• Drinks at SOMM, MO Bar, PDT or in-suite 

• Champagne breakfast in-suite or at SOMM 

• 60-minute Oriental Essence massage at The Oriental Spa 

• Unlimited group yoga classes at The Oriental Spa 

• 30-minute In Body Composition Analysis with Personal Trainer at The Oriental Spa  

• Personal shopping experience with beverages and hors-d’oeuvres at LANDMARK 

BESPOKE 

• Non-alcoholic beverages and snacks from the suite mini bar, replenished daily 

• Six pieces of laundry per day 

 

Further benefits for guests reserving the Landmark Suite: 

• Lunch at Amber or SOMM 

 

Further benefits for guests reserving the Entertainment Suite: 

• Eight-course dinner at Amber or dinner at SOMM 

• 24-hour personal concierge 

• Packing & unpacking service 

• Access to Netflix and; Apple Music (rental of three Apple Movies per day and 

PlayStation network with three games) 

• Personal wine dispenser (four bottles) per stay 

• 60-minute training with Personal Trainer at The Oriental Spa 

 

The ‘Symphony of Urban Delights’ is subject to availability, valid from 10 January 2020 until 

31 December 2020, based on double occupancy.  10% service charge applies.  For further 

information, visit mandarinoriental.com/landmark 
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About The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong 

Intimate, contemporary and ideally placed in the vortex of Hong Kong’s financial and luxury 

shopping districts, The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong sets the standard for 

personal service and stylish sophistication.  State-of-the-art technology compliments alluring 

interiors in its 111 spacious rooms and suites, each one a tranquil retreat for business and 

leisure travellers alike.  The hotel’s signature two Michelin-starred Amber restaurant sets the  

 

standard for culinary excellence in the city and world-renowned musical talents play in the 

unparalleled exclusivity of MO Bar.  SOMM is the casual all-day dining restaurant serving 

French neo-bistro fare and over 100 wines while PDT offers meticulously crafted 

cocktails.  Three Michelin-starred Sushi Shikon is a quintessential Ginza sushi experience 

and Kappo Rin is a sophisticated counter-style modern Japanese experience, presented by 

Master Chef Masahiro Yoshitake.  The Oriental Spa is renowned as the ultimate urban retreat, 

with a range of rejuvenating yoga, pilates and wellness experiences.  

 

About Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group 

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is the award-winning owner and operator of some of the 

world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts and residences. Having grown from its Asian roots into 

a global brand, the Group now operates 33 hotels and seven residences in 23 countries and 

territories, with each property reflecting the Group’s oriental heritage and unique sense of 

place. Mandarin Oriental has a strong pipeline of hotels and residences under development, 

and is a member of the Jardine Matheson Group. 

 

Photography of Mandarin Oriental is available to download in the Photo Library of our 

Media section, at www.mandarinoriental.com.  Further information is also available on our 

Social Media channels.  

-end- 

For further information, please contact: 

Corporate Office   

Shevaun Leach (shevaunl@mohg.com) 

Asia Pacific 

Tel: +852 2895 9286 

The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong 

Gladis Young (gyoung@mohg.com)  

Director of Communications 

Tel: +852 2132 0082 
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